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Abstract

This master thesis tackles the problem of unsupervised learning of vi-
sual representations with deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN).
This is one of the main actual challenges in image recognition to close
the gap between unsupervised and supervised representation learn-
ing. We propose a novel and simple way of training CNN on fully
unlabeled datasets. Our method jointly optimizes a grouping of the
representations and trains a CNN using the groups as supervision.
We evaluate the models trained with our method on standard transfer
learning experiments from the literature. We find out that our method
outperforms all self-supervised and unsupervised state-of-the-art ap-
proaches. More importantly, our method outperforms those methods
even when the unsupervised training set is not ImageNet but an arbi-
trary subset of images from Flickr.
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Sammanfattning

Detta examensarbete behandlar problemet med oövervakat lärande av
visuella representationer med djupa konvolutionella neurala nätverk
(CNN). Detta är en av de viktigaste faktiska utmaningarna i dator-
seende för att överbrygga klyftan mellan oövervakad och övervakad
representa- tionstjänst. Vi föreslår ett nytt och enkelt sätt att träna CNN
på helt omärkta dataset. Vår metod består i att tillsammans optimera
en grup- pering av representationerna och träna ett CNN med hjälp
av grupper- na som tillsyn. Vi utvärderar modellerna som tränats med
vår metod på standardöverföringslärande experiment från litteratu-
ren. Vi finner att vår metod överträffar alla självövervakade och oö-
vervakade, toppmoderna tillvägagångssätt, hur sofistikerade de än är.
Ännu viktigare är att vår metod överträffar de metoderna även när
den oöverva- kade träningsuppsättningen inte är ImageNet men en
godtycklig del- mängd av bilder från Flickr.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context and motivation

The goal of this master thesis is to develop a model for unsupervised
training of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN). Indeed, re-
cent advances in computer vision rely on the use of CNN architectures
trained on large manually labeled datasets. For example, ImageNet is
a dataset of 1.2M images annotated with 1000 object categories [1]. It
has been shown that features obtained from networks trained on Im-
ageNet transfer very well to other computer vision tasks such as fine-
grained classification [2, 3], object detection [4], and segmentation [5].

A typical setting [6] consists in pre-training a CNN so that it learns
good general-purpose features and then transferring these features to
a domain where labels are scarce. This scarcity means that it is impos-
sible to train a neural network from scratch because it has too many
parameters. For this setting, the fully supervised part does produce a
relatively high level representation. The representations can be used
to train a shallower classifier (a logistic regression for example).

In contrast, in our setting we start from a domain where we do not
have any annotation. The only information that can be exploited is the
distribution of the images in the pixel space. This setting may seem
artificial, after all there are large and richly annotated datasets like Im-
ageNet. We argue that this setting is interesting both from a theoret-
ical point of view and in practical cases. Let’s imagine a new image
capture modality appears, for instance RGB + a weak sense of depth
(this is what dual-lens cameras on mobile phones produce). It would
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

be extremely tedious to painfully select and re-annotate the million
of ImageNet images. This is where fully unsupervised representation
learning becomes useful.

At the same time, unsupervised learning might be the right way
towards learning better models as it has been argued that human per-
formance in fully supervised image classification and object detection
has been reached or is about to be reached [7, 8]. Moreover, an un-
supervised approach also should suffer less from the inevitable bias
introduced by collecting supervised data. For example ImageNet is
a clustered dataset and contains a wide variety of dog breeds. Large
unlabeled datasets with wide coverage are easily available on the In-
ternet. The basis of this work is to assume that unsupervised models
trained on large datasets such as YFCC100m [9] might provide better
representations than supervised models.

1.2 Social and Ethical Impacts

The goals pursued by this master thesis are first and foremost purely
scientific. On the other hand, many technological applications could
ensue from the implementation of a successful method to pretrain CNN
on large unlabeled datasets. It is the duty of the society, the govern-
ments, and the researchers themselves to monitor and remain vigilant
about the nature of the applications of artificial intelligence algorithms.
An example of application that could be allowed thanks to the objec-
tives pursued in this master thesis concerns image recognition in the
medical images domain. Indeed, the features learned with training
a network on the fully supervised dataset ImageNet are not likely to
transfer well to image recognition tasks in medical images. This is
due to the fact that the domain of pretaining (in the case of ImageNet:
objects) and the domain of the task of application (medical images)
are different. An unsupervised training method would allow to ac-
quire good general-purpose features in the specific domain of medical
images without requiring the design of a large-scale fully-supervised
dataset of medical images. Finally, we have paid attention in this work
to use only publicly available data.



Chapter 2

Related work

2.1 Unsupervised learning

Several fully unsupervised learning approaches that attempt to learn
good visual features have been proposed in the past few years. In
particular, Dosovitskiy et al. [10] consider each sample as a class on its
own to train a CNN architecture. Then each class is augmented with
data transformation applied to the corresponding sample. However,
albeit theoretically interesting, this approach can hardly scale to large
datasets. Moreover, Dosovitskiy et al. [10] use shallow custom-tailored
architectures while we use deeper standard architectures.

Generative models. In contrast to our work, generative models learn
a parametrized mapping from a predefined latent space to the image
space. This allows the generation of new images. In particular, the
mapping can be obtained with autoencoders [11, 12, 13]. Basically,
a convolutional and a deconvolutional networks are trained together
with a reconstruction objective. In other words, the composition of
the two networks has to reconstruct the input. However, performing
well on this task does not necessarily require the networks to acquire
a semantical representation of the images.

On the other hand, other works have focused on Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GANs) [14]. A GAN is made up of two neural
networks, namely the generator and the discriminator, that compete
against one another. The generator produces images from vectors of
the latent space. Then, the task of the discriminator is to predict the
provenance of an image: dataset or generator. This way, the genera-

3



4 CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

tor is encouraged to produce realistic images in order to fool the dis-
criminator. Interestingly, some experiments on GANs [15] have shown
that the latent space captures semantic variations in the data distribu-
tion. The representations learned by the generator and the discrimina-
tor can be transfered to other visual tasks. However, the performances
are relatively disappointing. Furthermore, Donahue et al. [16] and Du-
moulin et al. [17] approaches both add an encoder to the original GAN
model. The purpose of this encoder is to predict the semantic repre-
sentations of the latent space from images. In other words, it learns
the inverse mapping of the generator and allows to produce compet-
itive visual features. Unlike Dumoulin et al., Donahue et al. evaluate
the quality of the features learned by the encoder by reporting perfor-
mances on standard computer vision transfer tasks (ImageNet classifi-
cation and PASCAL VOC classification, detection, segmentation [18]).

Clustering and representation learning. A Self-Organizing Map [19]
allows to associate examples with prototypes arranged in a low di-
mensional regular structure. These prototypes are trained with com-
petitive learning to fit at best the topological properties of the input
space. This provides a simple representation of the data without any
supervision. For data mining purpose, Vesanto et al. [20] propose to
cluster the prototypes instead of the data directly. In the same line, our
work performs clustering on intermediary representations instead of
the raw images directly.

Clustering can be used as a means of regularization to train CNNs.
Liao et al. [21] benchmark clustering of different natures at different
levels in the network. Spatial clustering corresponds to the grouping
of the pixels in a given layer over all localizations and examples. On
the other hand, channel co-clustering allows to group the different fea-
ture maps (channels) in a given layer across examples. Closer to our
work, sample clustering refers to the clustering of the set of represen-
tations given by a CNN over the whole dataset. However, unlike our
method, the clustering objective is used as a regularization term and is
not sufficient to learn the network weights. Liao et al. [21] apply their
method on unsupervised learning with autoencoder by adding this
clustering regularization term to a standard autoencoder loss. They
evaluate the performance of this model on relatively small datasets.

Some methods rely explicitly on a clustering loss [22, 23] to learn
CNN features and image clusters. Similar to our approach, the ap-
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proach of Yang et al. [23] iterates over a clustering and a training stages.
The former focuses on the optimizing of a grouping of the representa-
tions given by the network. The latter corresponds to the training of
the network as for a traditional supervised setting with the groups
as supervision. Yang et al. [23] use agglomerative clustering which
has been shown recently not to be the most effective for large-scale
datasets [24]. This clustering method starts from many very small clus-
ters and merges them progressively. In addition, they evaluate their
method on small datasets while we are aiming at large-scale datasets.

Discriminative clustering. Discriminative clustering optimizes a clus-
tering of the data that, if used as pseudo-labellisation to learn a clas-
sifier f , produces the maximum of separability. The separability is
evaluated through the value of the loss for the optimal classifier. In
particular, f can be a linear classifier associated with a ridge regression
loss [25]. Convex relaxations are operated to solve the problem. It is
also essential to add some constraints to avoid the collapsing problem
where all the examples are assigned to the same cluster. This frame-
work has been applied to solve object discovery tasks [26, 27].

This work is largely inspired by the work of Bojanowski et al. [28]
that uses a discriminative clustering approach to train deep convolu-
tional neural networks. The classifier f is a CNN and the clusters are
a set of fixed low dimensional targets uniformly arranged on a sphere
in the feature space. Then, the method iterates between training the
network with the targets as labels and assigning each representation
to a cluster (ie target). Their loss aims at maximizing the difference
between each image representation.

2.2 Self-supervised learning

Self-supervised learning [29] methods replace the labels annotated by
humans by “pseudo-labels”. This is done by finding a pretext task
for the network to solve, exploiting signal contained in auxiliary in-
formation or in the raw pixels directly. Performing well on the pretext
task shall require a semantic understanding of the scene and objects
present in the image. This way, the network is encouraged to learn
high level features. However, contrary to our work, this approach is
somewhat domain dependent, as it requires expert knowledge for the
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careful definition of the pretext task. In the last few years, several pre-
text tasks have been proposed. We give a non exhaustive overview
of some of these in the remaining of this subsection. Like us, most of
these methods assess the semantic quality and transferability of their
learned features on standard PASCAL VOC generalization tasks [18].

Pathak et al. [30] leverage motion in videos to produce unsuper-
vised segmentations. Then, a CNN is trained to predict these seg-
mentations from images. Pathak et al. use 205 000 videos from Ya-
hoo/Flickr 100-million dataset [9] that provide them 1.6M images. Their
experiments show that their method works especially well for multi-
task transfers. They also report the results for PASCAL VOC 2012 ob-
ject detection in a low shot learning setting, simulating the case where
training data to fine-tune is scarce.

Another pretext task is to predict color channels from luminance [31].
The network learns a probability distribution over the color space for
each pixel. Zhang et al. [31] also introduce a generalization task on Im-
ageNet: training linear classifiers on top of the different frozen convo-
lutional layers. This evaluation framework is interesting to assess the
evolution of the quality of the intermediary representations learned by
the network. This setting has been re-used in the literature and we re-
port later in this report our results for this experiment (Table 5.3). In
the same vein as Zhang et al [31], it has been tried to predict one subset
of the data channels from another one [32].

Pathak et al. [33] propose to train a CNN to generate an image re-
gion from its surrounding. An encoder captures the context of the im-
age into a compact latent representation while a decoder uses that la-
tent vector to fill in the missing image patch. The connection between
these two networks is performed with a channel-wise fully connected
layer that allows propagation of information across channels. A com-
bination of two losses is used: a reconstruction loss that tends to give
blurry patches since it is safer to predict the mean of the distribution;
and an adversarial loss that encourages sharpest and more realistic re-
sults.

A Siamese neural network is the association of two or several iden-
tical subnetworks that share the exact same architecture and weights.
Siamese networks allow to learn the weights of their subnetworks us-
ing a comparative measure instead of labels. This comparative mea-
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sure can be a similarity function or a relationship between several com-
parable inputs. In contrast to our work, the following methods use
Siamese networks.

Exploiting video consistency, Agrawal et al. [34] predict the camera
transformation between pairs of images. Furthermore, an interesting
insight of their work is to highlight that a useful visual representation
shall be able to perform new tasks by learning from a few labeled ex-
amples (low-shot learning). In our work, we propose to evaluate our
model in a low-shot setting as well (see Figure 5.1). However, because
they perform transfer task on small datasets (MNIST) and because
they use auxiliary information, their solution is expensive and imprac-
tical. Inspired by word2vec [35], Doersch et al. [36] use spatial context
as source of supervisory signal. Given two patches in the same image,
the task for a double-Siamese network is to find their relative position.
Similar to our work, Doersch et al. [36] report results with pre-training
their network on ImageNet [1] and on a subset of 2M images from Ya-
hoo/Flickr 100-million Dataset [9]. They also work with two different
architectures: AlexNet [37] and the deeper VGG16 [38]. Besides, an in-
teresting insight of the work of Doersch et al. [36] is the visualization
of 5 nearest neighbors of query images in the feature space. We notice
that the patches retrieved by a randomly initialized network contain
some signal and are not totally random (wheels or legs for example).
It supports our assumption that there is a weak signal to exploit in
untrained networks. The good performance of random convolutional
neural networks is intimately tied to the convolutional structure which
corresponds to a strong prior on the input signal. We also report near-
est neighbors visualization for our model later in the report (Figure
5.3). In the same vein as Doersch et al. [36], Noroozi et al. [39] pro-
pose to train a 9-Siamese network to solve jigsaw puzzles. The task
of re-organizing nine shuffled patches cropped from an image is diffi-
cult and should force the network to learn feature mappings of objects
part and their correct spacial arrangement. They introduce a transfer
framework on ImageNet classification that consists in freezing the N
first convolutional layers and retraining from scratch the remaining
ones. We report results with this evaluation setting (Table 5.2).

Li et al. [40] build a graph of nearest neighbors (NN) on SIFT [41] +
Fisher Vector descriptors in order to infer positive and negative pairs
of images. The former come from cycle consistency in the k-NN graph
while the latter come from large geodesic distances (accumulated weights
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along the shortest path between the two considered nodes). The task
for the Siamese network is then to learn an embedding in which im-
ages semantically similar (positive pairs) are close while images se-
mantically different (negative pairs) are distant according to the sim-
ilarity function (cosine distance). Furthermore, other methods have
used metric learning with a triplet-Siamese network [42]. For example,
Wang et al. [43] leverage temporal coherence in videos. After mining
patches of interest in 100K Youtube videos, they pick a positive match-
ing patch by tracking a given patch along thirty frames in a video. A
third negative patch is associated to the pair (randomly or with more
sophisticated techniques), in order to feed a triplet Siamese network.
Similar to the previous approach [40], the ensemble of networks has to
learn an embedding in which the two positive patches are close rela-
tively to the two negative ones.

Finally, the features learned by all the previous diverse methods
perform in a comparable range on standard transfer tasks. However,
the nature of what the features capture and focus on is likely to differ
from a method to another. This way, several strategies for combining
multiple cues have been explored recently [44, 45]. Wang et al. [44]
propose to construct an affinity graph with two types of edges: inter
instance invariance (similar viewpoint) and intra instance invariance
(similar instance). The former are found with context prediction [36]
while the latter are mined with tracking a patch along thirty frames
following the same framework as Wang et al. [43]. From this affinity
graph they infer positive and negative pairs that feed a Siamese net-
work. Doersh at al. [45] also aim at leveraging the diversity of the
learned representation by combining different pretext tasks. They use
a form of regularization that encourages the network to separate fea-
tures useful for different tasks. In other words, the network deter-
mines which combination of layers to use for each of the pretext tasks.
Unlike most of the concurrent approaches that use AlexNet networks,
they report results with the very deep ResNet-101 architecture [46].

2.3 Large-scale learning

In this work, we are aiming at leveraging the wide coverage and di-
versity inherent in large datasets. Indeed, it has been shown that more
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general visual features could be obtained by pre-training networks on
very large-scale sources of labeled data using human made annota-
tions [47] or metadata, like hashtags [48] or geolocalization coordi-
nates [49]. In particular, Joulin et al. [48] trains CNNs on the large-
scale dataset YFCC100m [9] in a weakly supervised fashion. Captions
and hashtags on images provide noisy labels. Their work gives use-
ful insights for this thesis. For example, their experiments show that
best network architectures for supervised and unsupervised learning
might not be the same. Also, they train their network by sampling
data uniformly over targets to make sure that classes with a lot of ex-
amples do not dominate the learned features. Finally, they show that
roughly 20 millions images from YFCC100m are required to reach per-
formances of ImageNet.

The work of Douze et al. [50] tackles the problem of propagating
labels to a large dataset when only a few labeled examples are pro-
vided. They designed an efficient method that scales up to datasets
of an order of magnitude of several hundreds of millions. Their ap-
proach relies on the use of a k-NN graph of the data representations
given by a CNN. However, contrary to our work, this method does
not focus on the training of the CNN to acquire high-level features but
uses a pre-trained (with supervision) CNN to extract descriptors from
images.

Very useful for our work, Douze et al. [24] propose a benchmark of
the performances of different clustering techniques. They use the unla-
belled images of YFCC100m dataset [9] as distractors to augment other
annotated datasets. These latter allow them to report quantitative per-
formances such as recall and precision. They conclude that Power Iter-
ation Clustering [51] (graph clustering technique) and k-means show
the best performances on YFCC100m dataset [9].

2.4 Power Iteration Clustering

Power Iteration Clustering (PIC), introduced by Lin et al. [51], is a
method that allows to cluster graphs. A graph is often represented
by an affinity matrix A of size n ∗ n where n is the size of the dataset.
A coefficient Aij in this matrix is a measure of how close or similar
the nodes i and j are. For example, a Gaussian kernel on `2 distances
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between nodes is often used. Standard spectral clustering methods
rely on a matrix computed from A, referred to as Laplacian matrix L.
Thresholding (with k nearest neighbors for example) can be used to
make A sparse. Spectral graph theory [52] gives us that the k minimal
eigenvectors (associated with minimal eigenvalues) of L are the solu-
tion of the Ncut problem (measure on a partition of graph nodes in k
clusters). Indeed, the data projected in the subspace spanned by the k
smallest eigenvectors are well separated.

PIC focuses on A directly instead of L. We notice that the mini-
mal eigenvectors of L correspond to the maximal ones of the affinity
matrix. Generally speaking, it may not seem interesting to use the
eigenvector associated with the maximal eigenvalue of A because it is
constant. As a matter of fact, to compute it, a common method is to
multiply several times a vector to the affinity matrix [51] (and divide
by a normalizing constant). The idea of Lin et al. [51] is to stop the
iterations before convergence to the constant vector. They show that
this low-dimensional embedding (1D) allows to cluster efficiently the
data. In this work, we use a simpler variant of the Power Iteration
Clustering (described in details by Douze et al. [24]).
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Method

3.1 Notations & specified problem definition

We are given a training set X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) of examples. We call
features f(X) the set of representations produced by a certain embed-
ding f . For the remaining of this report, X is a set of images and f is
a CNN parametrized by the weights Θ: fΘ. In the context of super-
vised classification, one learns the weights Θ of a CNN by using the
labels Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) associated with the examples X . After defin-
ing a loss function `(fΘ(xi), yi) on image label pairs, one minimizes it
with respect to Θ using stochastic gradient descent and backpropaga-
tion [53, 54, 55]:

min
Θ

1

n

n∑
i=1

`(fΘ(xi), yi). (3.1)

In our unsupervised setting, Y is not given in the data. How can we
learn the weights Θ without knowing the labels Y ?

3.2 Proposed approach

With Gaussian random weights Θ, a CNN fΘ does not constitute good
features per se, in the sense that these are not discriminative for object
classes for example. However, its performance (as reported by Zhang
et al. [31]) on standard transfer tasks is, albeit low, far above chance.
For example, training a linear classifier on top of the last convolutional
layer of a randomly initialized AlexNet [37] gives 12% accuracy while

11
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the chance is 0.1%. The key idea of this thesis is to exploit this weak
signal, use it to train the CNN and achieve better discriminative prop-
erties.

The approach we propose is to iterate over clustering the set of
features fΘ(X) in order to produce pseudo-labels Y and optimizing Θ

using Y . In other words, after every clustering stage, we attribute a
label yi to each data xi:

∀xi ∈ X, yi =
C∑
k=0

1fΘ(xi)∈Ck
k.

Then we train the network with X , Y and a logistic loss ` according to
(3.1).

A schematic layout and a brief algorithm of our method can be seen
in Figure 3.1 and Algorithm 1. We use two different clustering algo-
rithms: either k-means or PIC [51]. There are very different approaches
but turn out to give overall similar performances. With k-means ap-
proach, each point has an influence on the whole dataset whereas with
PIC this influence is thresholded to the k-NN of the point. Moreover,
unlike k-means, PIC does not require to set beforehand the number of
clusters.

Algorithm 1 Our approach.
Data: dataset X
for epoch ∈ [1, N ] do

Compute the representations fΘ(X) for the whole dataset X
Cluster fΘ(X)

Assign to each data x the id of the cluster it belongs to
Train the network fΘ with clusters as labels and a logistic loss `

end for

Joint optimization. Jointly learning the pseudo-labels Y and the pa-
rameters Θ leads to the trivial solution, where all the images are in
the same cluster [56]. Typical solutions to this issue is to add con-
straints [25] or penalties on the number of images per cluster [57]. A
simpler solution is to both reject empty clusters in k-means and sam-
ple per pseudo-labels instead of images when learning the parameters.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of our approach. We iterate over group-
ing the representations provided by a CNN and training it with the
clusters as supervision.

Rejecting empty clustering ensures that the trivial solution is unattain-
able. In practice, we avoid empty clusters during the optimization
of k-means by assigning to an empty cluster half of the images as-
signed to a randomly picked non-empty cluster. Sampling per classes
avoids the domination of a single cluster that would make the classi-
fication problem trivial (i.e., always predict the dominating pseudo-
labels). This strategy is commonly employed in problems where the
label distribution is severely skewed [48].

3.3 Implementation details

Sobel filter. We choose to add a Sobel filter in input of our network.
Indeed, as observed in other unsupervised works [28, 58], using the
gradients of images as input performs better than using the raw RGB
directly. This is in spite of the fact that the first convolutional level
could easily integrate it. Our observations suggest that RGB input fo-
cuses too easily on strongly dominant colors. Indeed, at the very be-
ginning of our training method, the clustering is performed on highly
imperfect representations induced by a network with random weights.
These representations are dominated by low-level characteristics such
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as colors. In practice, we observed that we were basically clustering
by color. To avoid training and clustering on colors we choose to feed
the network with gradient images. In the remaining of this report, un-
less specified otherwise, all results are performed with a Sobel filter
preprocessing of the input.

Pre-training datasets. We train our model with two large scale datasets:
either ImageNet [1] or YFCC100m [9]. We both considered them fully
unlabeled. ImageNet counts a total of 1 281 167 images uniformly dis-
tributed into 1000 classes. Thus, it is by design a clustered dataset.
On the other hand, YFCC100m is a publicly available dataset from the
photo-sharing website Flickr, made up of roughly 99 millions images.
In this report, YFCC100m and Flickr refer to the same dataset. In prac-
tice, we sample random subsets from this dataset and never work on
the 99 millions at once.

Train the CNN. We choose a standard AlexNet [37] architecture for
our CNN. It is composed of five convolutional layers with, in order, 96,
256, 384, 384 and 256 filters; and of three fully connected layers. We
remove the Local Response Normalization layers and use batch nor-
malization [59]. Except in Section 4.5 where we benchmark different
architectures, we use AlexNet architecture throughout the report. We
choose to focus particularly on AlexNet in our work because it allows
us to be comparable with state-of-the-art concurrent approaches.

We choose to use a multi-class logistic loss ` to train the CNN. It
allows Y to be a set of classes instead of prototypes. It is especially
interesting for the PIC version of our method because this clustering
method does not directly provide representatives of clusters (unlike
centroids in k-means). Moreover, the cross entropy function forces the
probability of the correct class to be be high in comparison to the ones
of the other classes.

We use standard image preprocessing and data augmentation [37]
employed with the original AlexNet architecture [37]. More precisely,
we train the network on random crops of size 224*224 from the images.
A benchmark of the different types of data augmentation we tried is
proposed at Section 4.3. We use dropout [60], a constant learning rate,
a `2 penalization of the weights Θ and a momemtum of 0.9. The size
of a mini-batch is 256. As mentioned before, each mini-batch is ran-
domly sampled uniformly over targets. In practice, we pick a cluster
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at random (with the same probability for each cluster). Then, an ex-
ample corresponding to this cluster is sampled. It is especially useful
if the clusters are unbalanced to prevent big clusters from dominating
the learning.

We call epoch the training cycle between two reassignments of clus-
ters. In practice it corresponds to a number of updates of Θ equal to
the cardinal of the training dataset divided by the batch size for models
trained on ImageNet and three times this quantity for models trained
on YFCC100m [9]. Indeed, we choose to perform more training steps
between two reassignments of clusters in YFCC100m [9] version of
our method. Due to our sampling strategy, some examples might be
seen several times or, on the contrary, not seen at all during one epoch.
After each epoch, we re-set the last fully connected layer of the CNN.

Group the representations. First, we get a set of representations fΘ(X)

from central crops (size 224 ∗ 224) for the whole dataset. In practice fΘ

is the intermediate representation given by the penultimate layer of
the CNN. We observed that using the representations before the acti-
vation function gives better performance because the representations
tend to become very sparse (see Section 4.2). We use the k-means and
k-NN search implementations available in FAISS [61].



Chapter 4

Detailed analysis

In this chapter, we detail some major steps that have led us to the de-
sign of our final approach.

4.1 k-NN graph of representations

Definitions. We propose to generate a graph G = (V,E) of nearest
neighbors (NN) from image descriptors. V is the set of representations
fΘ(X) and E is the set of edges, defined with the k NN relationship.
The NN are computed with the Euclidean distance between the repre-
sentations fΘ(X). We arbitrary set the number k of NN to 10. The Faiss
[61] library allows us to build efficiently k-NN graphs on datasets of
large magnitude (up to 99 millions images for Flickr dataset [9]). Our
PIC algorithm implementation relies explicitly on this graph. More-
over, we find that interesting to observe the evolution of some statistics
of this graph throughout our training routine.

First of all, to assess the quality of the representations we introduce
a supervised measure on any k-NN graph of ImageNet descriptors.
For each class Ck, we report the proportion of edges (i, j) between two
nodes from Ck with respect to the total number of edges associated
with Ck:

#{e = (i, j)|i ∈ Ck, j ∈ Ck}
#{e = (i, j)|i ∈ Ck}

.

We call this measure ratio edge intra-class. The higher the ratio edge
intra-class the better. Indeed, it implies that there is a high proportion
of edges between nodes semantically similar among all edges.

16
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Assess the representations of a CNN with the ratio edge intra-class.
We plot in Figure 4.1 the ratios edge intra-class computed for a fixed
random subset of 250 classes of ImageNet. We compare the represen-
tations obtained with three different AlexNet CNNs: trained with su-
pervision on full ImageNet, trained with supervision on the 750 classes
of ImageNet not used for the evaluation, and with random weights.
All of them take RGB inputs. We observe in Figure 4.1 that, unsurpris-
ingly, the best model is the one that had been trained on full ImageNet.
The model trained on 750 classes performs remarkably well, given
that the classes it is evaluated on hadn’t been seen during the training
stage. It shows that supervised training on ImageNet provides good
features that generalize well to new classes. Also, we notice that the
mean of the ratio edge intra-class over the 250 classes in the case of a
CNN with random weights is 3.0%, which is pretty low but still above
the score of a random graph (0.4%). Moreover, the ratio edge intra-
class is very unbalanced across the different 250 classes. In particular,
there are some classes with a ratio edge intra-class quite high for the
random model. For example, the class rapeseed has a score of 69%, the
class yellow ladys slipper 51% and the class hammerhead 33%. More
precisely, it means that, on the 10-NN graph induced by a randomly
initialized network, there is 69% of edges between two rapeseed nodes
among all the edges coming out rapeseed nodes. Rapeseed, yellow la-
dys slipper and hammerhead are examples of easy classes. Low-level
features are sufficient to describe them and discriminate them from
other classes. For example, the rapeseed class can be described with
simple color and spatial attributes: yellow bottom part plus blue top
part.

High density regions. Moreover, we tried to leverage high density
regions within the k-NN graph. To do so, we focused on complete
subgraphs, namely cliques. Thanks to Networkx library, we retrieved
all the maximal cliques of the graph. After sorting and filtering the
cliques, we trained a CNN with the cliques as supervision. However,
only few samples among the whole dataset belonged to a clique. Thus,
we were training the network with a few very similar images. The
first trials gave very poor results and we chose not to pursue in that
direction.
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Figure 4.1: Ratio edge intra-class for different 10-NN graph. The or-
ange line represents the median, the rectangles represent the first Q1

and third Q3 quartiles. If IQR is the interquartile range (Q3 − Q1),
then the upper whisker extends to last point less than Q3 + 1.5*IQR.
The outliers are data that extend beyond the whiskers.

4.2 The descriptors

An important stage of our method is to compute a set of descriptors
from the data, to be clustered thereafter. First, we transform the data
with the CNN up to the penultimate layer, before the last fully con-
nected layer and the activation unit. Then, we apply Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) whitening to reduce the dimension of the de-
scriptors to 256. Finally, we normalize the representations.

In this section, we focus on the specifics regarding the computation
of this set of representations and we motivate some of the choices we
made.

Get descriptors before activation. We compare the performance of
our method with using intermediate representations at different layer
of the CNN for different multi layer perceptron (MLP) architectures at
the CNN head. Actually, as it can be seen of Figure 5.4 we benchmark
three heads: Full MLP (FC - ReLU - FC - ReLU - FC), 2FC MLP (FC -
ReLU - FC) and no ReLU (FC - ReLu - FC - FC). We call FC a fully con-
nected layer and ReLU the rectifier activation unit. In this experiment,
we get for descriptors the representations obtained just before the last
FC. We report as a measure of performance the ratio edge intra-class
on a 10-NN graph built on the representations used for the clustering
at each epoch.
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Figure 4.2: Ratio edge intra-class through a few epochs with PIC clus-
tering. Full MLP: FC - ReLU - FC - ReLU - FC. 2FC MLP: FC - ReLU
- FC. no ReLU: FC - ReLu - FC - FC. FC: fully connected layer. ReLU:
Rectifier activation unit.

First, we observe in Figure 5.4 that it gives poorer performance to
use a reduced MLP (2FC MLP) compared to the regular AlexNet MLP
composed of 3 FC (full MLP). Second, contrary to Full MLP and 2FC
MLP cases, the descriptors from no ReLU have not been modified with
ReLU and contain negative and positive entries. The performance of
the green curve (no ReLU) is much better than the two other ones.
When the clustering stage is based on features after an activation unit,
the ratio edge intra-class doesn’t improve through the epochs. In the
remaining of this report we use a full regular MLP with 3 FC for the
head of our model trained with AlexNet and VGG16.

We wonder whether it is better to perform the clustering on de-
scriptors for which activation function has been applied to or not. We
report in Table 4.1 the performance on ImageNet classification when
retraining the MLP from scratch with frozen parameters for the con-
volutional layers. The benchmarked models have been trained during
85 epochs with four different clustering techniques: PIC, k-means with
k = 100, k = 1000 and k = 10000. For all of them, we compare the per-
formance when the grouping is performed on representations before or
after the ReLU.

At it can be seen in Table 4.1 the performance, evaluated through
ImageNet classification, is better with the grouping without activation
except for the model trained with k-means 100. It can be explained
by the fact that when a lot of clusters are present, the representations
after ReLU tend to become very sparse. To conclude, we decide to get
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Table 4.1: Performance on ImageNet classification after retraining the
MLP from scratch. The convolutional layers are frozen and obtained
from models pre-trained during 85 epochs. The models in the Table
correspond to different versions of our approach. They differ in the
clustering algorithm used and in the way of computing the descriptors
(before or after activation).

Before ReLU After ReLU
PIC 21.9 33.2
k-means 100 33.5 30.2
k-means 1K 33.4 33.8
k-means 10K 31.1 33.1

descriptors before both the last fully connected layer and the activation
unit.

PCA whitening. PCA allows to reduce the dimension of a set of data
while preserving information. The data are projected in a subspace
where each vector basis corresponds to a principal direction of varia-
tion of the data. In other words, if one projects the dataset on the first
principal component, the variance of the resulting projections will be
maximal.

(a) AlexNet (b) VGG16

Figure 4.3: Percentage of variance retained by the k (k up to 256) max-
imal eigenvalues.

In practice, we compute the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
of the data corresponding to the highest eigenvalues. For each rank k
corresponding to the sorted eigenvalues, we plot (Figure 4.3) the cu-
mulative sum of the eigenvalues up to λk, namely

∑k
i=1 λi∑N
i=1 λi

, for a network
trained with supervision and for a network with random weights. We
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observe that in Figure 4.3 that the maximal eigenvalue captures 30%

of the variance of the data for a random AlexNet and up to 40% for a
random VGG16. The maximal eigenvalue in the random case has too
much influence, compared to the one in the trained network. We thus
decide to whiten the data. In other words, we divide each component
of the projected data by the square root of the eigenvalue correspond-
ing to that component. This way, all the directions in the PCA space
have the same variance.

4.3 Data augmentation

In our approach, once each data has been assigned to a cluster, we train
the network in a conventional supervised manner. It is common to use
data augmentation to do so [37].

Figure 4.4 shows the evolution of the performance, measured through
the ratio edge intra-class averaged over the 1000 classes of ImageNet,
during fifty epochs of training for different settings. These differ in
the kind of data augmentation used. We benchmark three different
flips: vertical, horizontal (both occurring with a probability of 0.5) and
no flip. We also benchmark three different crops in the images: Cen-
tral crop, a crop of fixed size with a random localization (Random crop)
and a crop of random size (0.08 to 1.0 of the original size) and random
aspect ratio (of 3/4 to 4/3 of the original aspect ratio) (RandomSized
crop). We use the PIC version of our method during this experiment.
The pre-training dataset is ImageNet.

Figure 4.4: Ratio edge intra-class throughout 50 epochs with different
kinds of data augmentation during the training of an AlexNet CNN.
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We observe in Figure 4.4 we improve the ratio edge intra-class in
the k-NN graph of descriptors only for the configurations with Ran-
domSized crops. This way of doing data augmentation is thus the
most effective for our method. Surprisingly, we notice that flipping
doesn’t play a key role and that we could remove it. What’s more,
vertical flip degrades the performance. One conclusion of this exper-
iment is that data augmentation is crucial in our method. Other un-
supervised approaches have been strongly relying on data augmenta-
tion [10].

4.4 Frequency of reassignment

In this subsection, we are interested in how frequently to reassign the
clusters. A balance has to be found between training the CNN and get-
ting the descriptors to perform a new partition. On the one hand, per-
forming too much training steps between two reassignments would
lead to overfitting to the partition. This can be problematic, especially
since the clusters are imperfect. On the other hand, reassigning the
clusters is quite costly since it involves, among other things, perform-
ing a full feed-forward pass for the whole dataset. As defined previ-
ously, an epoch corresponds to the training cycle between two reas-
signments of clusters. Thus, we conduct an experiment that aims at
benchmarking different sizes of epoch.

On Figure 4.5, the blue curve (1) corresponds to the version of our
method with an epoch size equal to roughly 5005 (size of ImageNet di-
vided by the batch size) updates of Θ. Then, the three other cases corre-
spond to epoch sizes multiple of 5005. For example, the red curve (10)
corresponds to the case of reassigning the clusters every 50050 steps of
CNN training. We report in Figure 4.5 the ratio edge intra-class aver-
aged over the 1000 classes of ImageNet every 5005 updates of Θ. We
perform this experiment with the PIC version of our method and with
ImageNet as pre-training dataset.

First, we observe in Figure 4.5 that the ratio edge intra-class grow
throughout the training for the four settings. Hence, our unsuper-
vised training method improves the quality of the features provided
by the CNN. As a matter of fact, the ratio edge intra-class on ImageNet
reaches more than 15% after 100 epochs of training with an epoch size
of 5005. Second, we notice that the ratio edge intra-class grows very
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Figure 4.5: Ratio edge intra-class reported every 5005 training steps
with different sizes of epoch: 1*5005, 3*5005, 10*5005 and 30*5005. The
training is done with PIC, on ImageNet dataset.

quickly when we let the network overfits to the first (very imperfect)
clustering (red curve). After a short time, the performance starts to sat-
urate. Reassigning the clusters allows then to boost the ratio-edge but
it re-saturates rapidly afterwards. Thus, we observe that reassigning
the clusters frequently (at each epoch) seems to be the best long-term
setting when measuring the performance on the k-NN graph.

4.5 CNN architectures

In this subsection, we benchmark three different architectures. We
compare AlexNet to much deeper architectures, namely VGG16 [38]
and ResNet-101 [46]. Those very deep architectures have been shown
to perform remarkably well on classification ImageNet dataset with
supervision. For example, VGG16 [38] reaches a top@1 accuracy of
73.4 and ResNet-101 [46] 77.4.

On Figure 4.6 one can see the evolution of the ratio edge intra-class
on a 10-NN graph of representations with the three different architec-
tures. The trainings are performed on ImageNet dataset, with clus-
tering the representations with PIC algorithm. We observe in Figure
4.6 that the best performing architecture out of the three we tried is
VGG16. Moreover, the performances with a ResNet-101 are quite dis-
appointing in regard to the very good performance of this architecture
in supervised learning. In particular, when not applying Sobel filtering
to the inputs, (Figure 4.6(b)), AlexNet and ResNet-101 architectures are
performing in a comparable range.

As a result, the best performing models on supervised and unsu-
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pervised learning might not be the same. Actually, the state-of-art ar-
chitectures at the present time have been tailored to perform well on
classification on supervised ImageNet. It could be a follow-up of this
thesis to design a novel architecture dedicated to unsupervised learn-
ing.

(a) Sobel Input (b) RGB input

Figure 4.6: Evolution of the ratio edge intra-class through 50 epochs of
training for different architectures.

4.6 Power Iteration Clustering

We use the variant of PIC and the best performing combination of pa-
rameters given by Douze et al. [24]. In particular, we start by comput-
ing a graph W on the representations:

Wij =

{
1, if j is one of the 5 NN of i.
0, otherwise.

(4.1)

Then, we get an affinity matrix by symmetrizing W and applying
a Gaussian kernel: x 7→ exp(−x

2

σ2 ) where σ is a bandwidth parameter.

Singletons. We observed in practice that clusters obtained with our
implementation of PIC tends to be very unbalanced, especially at the
beginning of our training routine when the features are still bad. We
usually end up with one dominant cluster and a lot of clusters made
up of only one data (singletons). That is why we choose to sample
the examples uniformly across clusters, to avoid representatives of
the dominant cluster to appear too much during the training of the
network. Moreover, we introduce a simple heuristic to redistribute
singletons. A singleton is reallocated in the cluster of its closest non-
singleton 5 nearest neighbors. If there are only singletons amongst
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them then the singleton remains a singleton. Actually, we observe Fig-
ure 4.7 that this heuristic is not essential for our method to work and
we can more easily choose not to consider singletons during the train-
ing of the network. However, we prefer to keep this redistribution
heuristic as it allows not to discard data.

Figure 4.7: Evolution of the ratio edge intra-class during 20 epochs.
An AlexNet is trained on ImageNet RGB (without Sobel filter) with
PIC. singl_with_NNcl: singletons redistribution in their closest clusters.
singl_with: singletons are kept as they are. singl_without: singletons are
discarded for the training of the network.

4.7 Approximation for large scale dataset

With PIC algorithm we don’t set beforehand the number of clusters.
If the clustering gives only singletons, the last fully-connected layer
of the model can become very big. Inspired by the work of Joulin
et al. [48], we decide to implement a method called stochastic gradient
descent over targets (SGT). It consists in updating only a subset of the
weights of the last fully connected layer. This subset can be of differ-
ent sizes. At the minimum, we consider only the clusters with rep-
resentatives present in the mini-batch. At the maximum, we upload
all the weights (no approximation). As mentioned before, we are us-
ing a multi-class logistic loss. Joulin et al. identify a lower and upper
bounds for the approximate loss in this case. For the approximation
to be better, we have to update bigger subsets of weights. However,
there is a trade-off between quality of the approximation and time per
batch.
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(a) ImageNet classification (b) Fixed clusters as labels. The clusters
are obtained before the training with PIC
algorithm on descriptors

Figure 4.8: Evolution of the loss during training on ImageNet with
different approximations of the last fully connected layer of the net-
work. SGT stands for stochastic gradient over target. In this exper-
iment, epoch has its original meaning and not the one specific to this
report.

Table 4.2: Performance on supervised training on ImageNet with dif-
ferent approximations of the multi-class logistic loss with SGT.

Top@1 accuracy
No approx 56.1
SGT 256 54.2
SGT 512 55.6

First, in order to validate our implementation and method, we train
an AlexNet architecture on ImageNet with full supervision. The evo-
lution of the loss can be seen in Figure 4.8(a). On Figure 4.8(a), the
dotted blue curve corresponds to the case with no approximation (all
the weights are loaded). For the other curves (loss approximations),
the neurons corresponding to classes present in a mini-batch are al-
ways updated. Then, a subset of random neurons are selected to reach
a total size of subset of 256 (orange) or 512 (green). The final top@1 ac-
curacy for these three settings after 90 epochs of training are reported
in Table 4.2. We observe that, as expected, the approximation is better
when the subset of weights updated is bigger. We also remark that
the performance we report (without approximation) is lower than the
one reported in the literature: 56.1 % versus 59.3 [37]. This gap can
be explained by the fact that we use Sobel inputs and not directly RGB
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Table 4.3: Average of the time per mini-batch for our method with
different approximations of the multi-class logistic loss.

Time per
mini-batch (ms)

No approx 154
SGT 256 177
SGT 512 211
SGT 1024 277
SGT 2048 396
SGT 4096 713

images. Also, we report the results on the central crop while it is com-
monly used to perform an average over 10 crops in the image.

On Figure 4.8(b) we plot with dotted curves the evolution of the
loss with different degrees of approximation. The solid blue curve cor-
responds to the loss without approximation. On Table 4.3 we report
the times per mini-batch for those different cases. To conclude, we ob-
serve that the more updated weights, the better the approximation but
the slower the time per mini-batch. In practice, it turns out that we do
not need to use any approximation on our multi-class logistic loss.

4.8 YFCC100m dataset

ImageNet is naturally a clustered dataset (images distributed over 1000
classes). Thus, one can expect our clustering-training approach to
work well on this dataset. In addition, ImageNet is a supervised dataset
so it is an artificial setting to consider it unlabeled. YFCC100m is a
bigger dataset, easily accessible and with a wider coverage than Im-
ageNet. That is why we believe that models trained on YFCC100m
might produce better and more general features. However, ImageNet
is a dataset of a very good quality and has been proven to produce
excellent features. It is a difficult challenge to get competitive results
with models not relying neither on ImageNet nor supervision.

Adapt the method. On Algorithm 2, we introduce a slightly different
and more general version of our main approach. In particular, when
X̃ = X it is equivalent to the Algorithm 1. This approach allows to
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have a very large pool of data X and to use only a subset of it, X̃ , at
each epoch.

Algorithm 2 Approach for very large scale dataset.
Data: dataset X
for epoch ∈ [1, N ] do

Sample a subset X̃ of X
Compute the representations fΘ(X̃) for the whole subset X̃
Cluster fΘ(X̃)

Assign to each data x ∈ X̃ the id of the cluster it belongs to
Train the network fΘ with clusters as labels and a logistic loss `

end for

Comparison with ImageNet. We start with training an AlexNet ar-
chitecture with either the full ImageNet dataset or with fixed subsets
of 1M or 2M of YFCC100m (Figure 4.9). In the two plots Figure 4.9, one
epoch corresponds to a total amount of 5005 updates of the network
weights. We report the ratio edge intra-class on the 10-NN graph of
descriptors throughout a few epochs. The solid curves correspond to
the case where a subset of 1.2M of images from the dataset is sam-
pled at each epoch to perform the clustering and the training stages
(|X̃| = 1.2M ). For ImageNet and Flickr-1M cases, it means consider-
ing the whole dataset at each epoch (X̃ = X). However, for Flickr-2M
a different subset of the whole dataset is sampled from the fixed pool
of 2M images at each epoch. The dotted curve for Flickr-2M corre-
sponds to the case where the whole pool of 2M images is clustered but
only a set of 1.2M images (with repetition due to our sampling strategy
uniform over targets) are sampled to train the CNN on.

First we observe that training on Flickr-2M with a discrepancy of
data used for clustering and training (dotted curve: case where Algo-
rithm 2 does not apply) degrades the performance. Second, the per-
formances of Flickr-1M and Flickr-2M are equivalent in term of ratio
edge intra-class after a few epochs. It doesn’t seem to improve nor al-
ter the performance to use more data. Finally, the ratio edge intra-class
is higher when ImageNet is used as training set. It is expected since the
performance is measured on ImageNet. Moreover in this experiment
we are using a small subset of Flickr. As a matter of fact, Joulin et al.
[48] experiments suggest that at least 20 millions of images from Flickr
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(a) PIC (b) k-means

Figure 4.9: Ratio edge intra class on the 10-NN graph of descriptors
throughout few epochs for different training datasets.

are required to beat performances of ImageNet on different transfer
tasks.

Benchmark of different sizes of subset. In the following experiment
(Figure 4.10), we benchmark different choices for |X| and |X̃| (see Al-
gorithm 2 for a definition of X and X̃) Once again, we report per-
formance through the ratio edge intra-class on a 10-NN graph of de-
scriptors at fixed number of updates of the network weights. We com-
pare three sizes of pool of available images: |X| = 100000 (100K),
|X| = 1000000 (1M) and |X| = 10000000 (10M). For each size of X ,
we compare different sizes of subset X̃ sampled at each epoch. In par-
ticular, for Flickr-1M (|X| = 1000000), we either sample a subset of
100K images (|X̃| = 100000) or we use the whole 1M dataset (X̃ = X).
In the same spirit, for Flickr-10M, we test two cases: sampling 100K
or 1M images at each epoch. We do not report results with X̃ = X

because, albeit feasible, we failed to conduct the experiment as it is
computationally heavy and difficult to set up in practice.

We observe in Figure 4.10 that the performances with equal sizes of
sampling at each epoch (curves with the same line-style and different
colors) are similar. Thus, with a fixed size of data used at each epoch,
the size of the pool of available data doesn’t seem to matter. Using a
bigger dataset doesn’t alter nor improve the performance (except for
PIC 100K / sampling 100K).

Moreover, we compare the different sizes of X̃ for a fixed subset
of Flickr X (curves with different line-styles and the same color). We
observe that sampling more data at each epoch improves the perfor-
mance.
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(a) PIC (b) k-means

Figure 4.10: Ratio edge intra-class on the 10-NN graph of descriptors
every 11700 updates of network weights. The name of each curve is
|X| / sampling |X̃|

.
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Experiments

In this chapter, we report results on a diverse set of experiments for
five models. These models are CNN with AlexNet architecture trained
with different versions of our method. They required 500 (resp. 167)
epochs of training on ImageNet (resp. YFCC100m) dataset during
about 10 days on one GPU. All in all, they have been trained during the
same number of Θ updates. This way, their performances can be com-
pared. A description of the five models is given Table 5.1. We have
performed hyper-parameter searches on learning rate, weight decay,
and the number of clusters k in the k-means version. The model se-
lection is done by measuring, at fixed regular number of updates of Θ,
the accuracy on the validation set of the PASCAL VOC classification
transfer task.

Table 5.1: Description of the five models presented in Section 5. LR
stands for learning rate while WD stands for weight decay.

Model name Dataset Clustering Sobel LR WD
PIC-ImNet-Sob ImageNet PIC Yes 0.05 10−5

km-ImNet-Sob ImageNet 10K-means Yes 0.02 10−5

km-ImNet-RGB ImageNet 1K-means No 0.02 10−6

km-fl1M-Sob Flickr-1M 10K-means Yes 0.02 10−5

km-fl2M-Sob Flickr-2M 10K-means Yes 0.02 10−5

31
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5.1 Transfer tasks

In order to assess the quality of the features learned with our method,
we proceed to various transfer learning experiments. These experi-
ments consist in adapting our pre-trained models to solve particular
visual tasks. It also allows us to compare our approach with state-of-
the-art works presented in the related work section notably.

For some of our transfer experiments, we freeze the parameters of
the convolutional layers and train a classifier directly on top. This is
a strong setting to evaluate the capability of the network to provide
semantic and general representations from images. Another setting,
often referred to as fine-tuning, consists in training the whole network
with our learned parameters as initialization.

Datasets and baselines. We consider three datasets for our transfer
tasks: PASCAL VOC (2007 and 2012) [18], ImageNet [1] and Places
[62]. The transfer tasks with PASCAL VOC dataset are all the more
interesting because it is a small dataset (2.5K images in the train + val
set and 5K in the test set). Thus, it reflects well the "real-world" case
where a model, after having been trained with heavy computational
resources, is publicly released. Then, it can simply be downloaded
and adapted to a particular task of interest on a dataset of a much
smaller size. We compare our approach to supervised, self-supervised
and unsupervised methods that we gave a quick overview of in the
related work section.

ImageNet and Places classifications. First, we transfer the features
learned by our method to ImageNet classification task. This is partic-
ularly interesting for our models pre-trained on Flickr since we aim at
learning general-purpose features. When the pre-training and trans-
fer sets are the same, we cannot really assess the ability to general-
ize of our features. However, we report the results for models pre-
trained on ImageNet as well, to allow the comparison with concurrent
approaches. This way, it also enables to make a direct comparison
between models trained with and without supervision on the same
dataset. For all the following experiments, we select the best combina-
tion of hyper-parameters with k-fold cross validation on the training
set. We compute at each epoch the top@1 accuracy on validation set,
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Method Acc@1
ImageNet, labels 59.7
Random 12.0
Wang et al. [43] 29.8
Doersch et al. [36] 30.4
Donahue et al. [16] 32.2
Noroozi and Favaro [39] 34.6
Zhang et al. [31] 35.2
Bojanowski and Joulin [28] 36.0
Ours. PIC-ImNet-Sob 45.9
Ours. km-ImNet-RGB 37.1
Ours. km-ImNet-Sob 44.0
Ours. km-fl1M-Sob 39.6
Ours. km-fl2M-Sob 40.1

Table 5.2: Comparison of the proposed approach to state-of-the-art un-
supervised feature learning on ImageNet. A full multi-layer percep-
tron is retrained on top of the features. We report classification accu-
racy (acc@1). Except for Noroozi and Favaro [39], all the numbers are
taken from Bojanowski and Joulin [28].

averaged over 10 crops. We report the maximum of those accuracies
amongst 90 epochs of training.

The first setting consists in freezing the parameters of the convolu-
tional layers and to train the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) from scratch
[16]. The results are reported in Table 5.2. All our models have bet-
ter performance than concurrent approaches. In particular, our best
model, trained with PIC on ImageNet dataset with Sobel filtering, out-
performs the best concurrent approach with a margin of almost 10%.
However, we are still way below the score of a model trained with
supervision.

Another setting [31] consists in training a logistic regression classi-
fier on top of the N first frozen convolutional layers. We apply average-
pooling to the resulting feature vectors with equal kernel and stride
sizes to reach a dimensionality between 9000 and 10000. We do so
for ImageNet and Places [62] classification. Places is a dataset of 2.5
millions images spread over 205 scene categories. As it can be seen
in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 we outperform state of the art performances for
most cases. Our model trained on RGB input performs better than
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Method conv1 conv2 conv3 conv4 conv5
ImageNet labels 19.3 36.3 44.2 48.3 50.5
Random 11.6 17.1 16.9 16.3 14.1
Pathak et al. [33] 14.1 20.7 21.0 19.8 15.5
Noroozi and Favaro [39] 18.2 28.8 34.0 33.9 27.1
Donahue et al. [16] 17.7 24.5 31.0 29.9 28.0
Doersch et al. [36] 16.2 23.3 30.2 31.7 29.6
Zhang et al. [31] 12.5 24.5 30.4 31.5 30.3
Zhang et al. [32] 17.7 29.3 35.4 35.2 32.8
Ours. PIC-ImNet-Sob 13.5 32.4 40.8 40.5 37.8
Ours. km-ImNet-Sob 13.4 31.9 40.2 37.7 36.0
Ours. km-ImNet-RGB 18.0 32.5 39.2 37.2 30.6
Ours. km-fl1M-Sob 13.5 30.9 38.0 34.5 31.4
Ours. km-fl2M-Sob 13.5 30.4 37.5 34.2 32.3

Table 5.3: Linear classification on ImageNet on AlexNet convolution
features. We report accuracy. Noroozi and Favaro [39] use stride 2

instead of 4 in the conv1 layer. All the numbers are from Zhang et
al. [32].

our other models when a classifier is trained on top of the first convo-
lutional layer. Unsurprisingly, it helps to leverage color information
when low-level features only are used. Remarkably, for Places classi-
fication (Table 5.4), we are on par with ImageNet labels. We notice in
Table 5.3 that our best models have performance roughly 4% behind
the supervised counter part for conv1, conv2 and conv3. However, the
gap between features learned with and without supervision increases
for conv4 and conv5. Our model doesn’t manage to go up a further
level of abstraction after conv3. This is where the supervised model
performs much better.

Transferring to PASCAL VOC. We follow standard frameworks for
classification, segmentation and object detection on PASCAL VOC dataset.
The results are reported in Table 5.5. As for the previous experiments,
we outperform both unsupervised and self-supervised methods. It
shows that the models trained with our method provide good fea-
tures. However, we are still far below performances of models trained
with supervision. Furthermore, we notice that, for our models, the
difference between fc6-8 and all (fine-tuning) seems to be shrinking.
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Method conv1 conv2 conv3 conv4 conv5
Places labels 22.1 35.1 40.2 43.3 44.6
ImageNet labels 22.7 34.8 38.4 39.4 38.7
Random 15.7 20.3 19.8 19.1 17.5
Pathak et al. [33] 18.2 23.2 23.4 21.9 18.4
Donahue et al. [16] 21.4 26.2 27.1 26.1 24.0
Zhang et al. [31] 16.0 25.7 29.6 30.3 29.7
Doersch et al. [36] 19.7 26.7 31.9 32.7 30.9
Noroozi and Favaro [39] 23.0 32.1 35.5 34.8 31.3
Zhang et al. [32] 21.3 30.7 34.0 34.1 32.5
Ours. PIC-ImNet-Sob 19.5 32.9 39.1 39.5 35.9
Ours. km-ImNet-Sob 19.6 33.0 38.7 38.7 34.4
Ours. km-ImNet-RGB 23.8 32.8 37.3 36.0 31.0
Ours. km-fl1M-Sob 19.7 33.0 38.4 39.0 35.2
Ours. km-fl2M-Sob 19.6 32.5 38.5 38.7 34.9

Table 5.4: Linear classification on Places [62] with AlexNet convolution
features. We report accuracy. Noroozi and Favaro [39] use stride 2

instead of 4 in the conv1 layer. All the numbers are from Zhang et
al. [32].

Encouragingly, it is also a behavior observed for the model trained on
supervised ImageNet but not for the models trained with unsuper-
vised approaches.

Those transfer learning experiments allow to draw several conclu-
sions. First, we outperform state-of-the-art self-supervised and un-
supervised approaches. Our method allows to acquire good general-
purpose features that transfer well to standard visual tasks. Secondly,
PIC version of the algorithm gives better performances than k-means.
However, PIC is a much more sophisticated algorithm and we pre-
fer our method to be as simple as possible. In addition, the gap be-
tween PIC and k-means performances is never higher than 2%. We
think that what makes our method work is more the fact of reassign-
ing targets than using a clustering technique to do so. Finally, the
model pre-trained with a subset of 2 millions images from YFCC100m
is slightly better than the one pre-trained with 1 million images. Thus,
using more data from YFCC100m seems to improve the quality of the
learned features. However, the gain in performance remains small and
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Classification Detection Segmentation
Trained layers fc6-8 all all all
ImageNet labels 78.9 79.9 56.8 48.0
Random 29.0 61.9 47.8 31.3
Pathak et al. [33] 34.6 56.5 44.5 29.7
Donahue et al. [16] 52.3 60.1 46.9 35.2
Pathak et al. [30] – 61.0 52.2 –
Wang et al. [43] 55.6 63.1 47.2 –
Doersch et al. [36] 55.1 65.3 51.1 –
Bojanowski and Joulin [28] 56.7 65.3 49.4 –
Zhang et al. [31] 61.5 65.9 46.9 35.6
Zhang et al. [32] 63.0 67.1 46.7 36.0
Noroozi and Favaro [39] – 67.6 53.2 37.6
Ours. PIC-ImNet-Sob 71.0 73.0 53.9 43.2
Ours. km-ImNet-Sob 70.9 72.9
Ours. km-ImNet-RGB 63.6 65.3 49.8
Ours. km-fl1M-Sob 67.3 69.3 52.8 40.8
Ours. km-fl2M-Sob 67.7 70.2 53.0 41.3

Table 5.5: Comparison of the proposed approach to state-of-the-art un-
supervised feature learning on VOC 2007 Classification and detection.

performances of models trained with YFCC100m are still below the
ones of our models trained with ImageNet

5.2 Low-shot learning

A common practical case is to have access to only a limited amount
of labeled training data. To observe how our model behaves in this
setting, we decide to conduct a low-shot learning experiment on Ima-
geNet classification. It consists in training a whole CNN architecture
with only n samples per class with our learned parameters as initial-
ization. We report the results averaged over 10 runs of the experiment
with different sets of n training data per class. For all cases, the stan-
dard deviation is quite low (around 0.1%). We perform k-fold cross
validation to set the hyper-parameters and we report top@1 accuracy
averaged over 10 crops. We plot as baseline the results for a randomly
initialized networks (no pre-training).
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Figure 5.1: Low-shot learning. Top@1 accuracy of ImageNet classifica-
tion. Results are averaged over 10 runs. The first point corresponds to
4 samples per class.

We can see in Figure 5.1 that using the weights learned with our ap-
proach as initialization allows to have better performance than with a
randomly initialized network. It can be especially useful when labeled
training data is scarce.

5.3 Visualizations

First layer filters. First, we show in Figure 5.2 the filters from the first
layer of an AlexNet network trained with our unsupervised method.
The filters in Figure 5.2 are the ones of our best models trained on Im-
ageNet with k-means clustering. For the model trained with gradients
as input (Sobel), the filters are in greyscale since we show the compo-
sition of the Sobel filters with the filters of the first layer. We can see
that the learned filters are quite sharp and informative.

Nearest neighbors queries. Our PIC implementation relies on a graph
of nearest neighbors. Also, we have been studying the evolution of the
statistics of a graph of nearest neighbors of descriptors several times in
this report. For these reasons, we decide to visualize nearest neighbors
queries in the feature space. We compute the feature representation of
a query image x and search for its 3 nearest neighbors according to
the `2 distance. Figure 5.3 shows images and their 3 nearest neighbors
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Figure 5.2: Filters from the first layer of an AlexNet trained on unsu-
pervised ImageNet with (left) and without (right) sobel filtering.

with our best trained model (PIC-ImNet-Sob) and with a random net-
work. In particular, we can see that for the random network one the
3-NN of the sunset query (first row) is another image of sunset. The
two other NN have the same overall structure than the query. It shows
that a not trained network is able to capture low-level structures in an
image. After training, the NN matches are largely improved. Finally,
this visualization supports the idea that a randomly initialized net-
work captures a weak signal and that our training method is efficient
to improve the features induced by the network.

Feature Visualization by Optimization. Second, in order to quali-
tatively assess what our models have learned, we perform gradient
ascent optimization of an input image. It consists in optimizing an
activation objective with respect to the input image. Starting from a
noise initialization, we apply gradient steps to the input so that, when
fed to the network, it fires maximally the neurons in a fixed channel.
To have smoother resulting images, we apply standard regularization
techniques: `2 penalization of the input and Gaussian blurring every 5
image updates [63]. In addition, we also display in Figure 5.4, the im-
ages in a subset of 1M images from Flickr that maximally activate the
corresponding channel. As for supervised networks, along the layers
of the network, we observe larger and larger textural structures such
as eyes, perspective or trees. In particular, the features of the first layer
(first row) correspond to texture and low-level features. Going deeper
in the network, more complex textures (tree) and structures (stained-
glass window, perspective, car, fur and nose) are revealed. Interest-
ingly, we do not see object-like structures appearing in the last lay-
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Figure 5.3: Images and their 3 nearest neighbors in a subset of Flickr in
the feature space using l2 distance. The query images are shown on the
left column. Then, the following 3 column correspond to a network af-
ter training with our method and the last 3 to the same network before
training (random weights)

ers, rather slightly noisier version of structures already learned in the
lower layers. This qualitative result suggests that our unsupervised
learning is better at learning low level layers than high level layers.
Moreover this observation is consistent with the results of Tables 5.3
and 5.4: training a linear classifier on top of conv5 doesn’t give better
performance than on top of conv3.
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(a) First convolutional layer

(b) Third convolutional layer

(c) Fifth convolutional layer

Figure 5.4: Optimisation of an input image to fire maximally a channel
in a given layer. Top activated 9 images in a subset of Flickr dataset
corresponding to this channel.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this master thesis, we have proposed a simple and original solu-
tion for unsupervised representation learning based on clustering. We
have detailed some focal points that have led us towards the design of
this approach. Then we have evaluated our best models on standard
benchmarks and outperformed state-of-the-art concurrent approaches
by a fair margin for all of them. We have also performed visualizations
to get an idea of what the features learned with our method look like.

There is still room for improvement regarding our performance on
Flickr dataset. More work has to be done to leverage the size and di-
versity of this dataset. As a matter of fact, we have only shown results
with relatively small subsets of this very big dataset.

Finally, this work is a step towards bridging the gap in image recog-
nition between supervised and unsupervised models. Indeed, in do-
mains such as speech or Natural Language Processing, the models
pre-trained in an unsupervised manner have been shown to produce
excellent general features [64]. The fact that the pre-training stage is
performed without any supervision allows much more flexibility in
the sense that the pre-training can be done on any dataset. Hence-
forth, if unsupervised learning was able to provide excellent features
in computer vision, one would be able to learn visual features specific
to satellite or medical images for example.
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